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SSPN

-

- Fac10do :
- ALL venues confirmed HALLELUJAH
- I know way more about liability insurance now than a 20 year old should
- Hired a photographer
- Teams are ready (17!!!!), rosters are in, names have gone through the equity
committee, one of them wasn’t approved, so working with them to get a name + logo
by the deadline
- For the first time ever, we have a law team
- We had issues with the med team disrespecting deadlines
- We’re going to be the first event of this kind to have the all faculty IRP, so we’re being
very strict things like bracelet pickups and roster submissions
- Trying to get the trophy back
- It was with Engineering ---> Science stole it ----> someone took it from the
ex-President of the SUS -----> that “someone” turned out to be Zlata (used to
be at McGill), “negotiating” with them to get it back
Trying to see if Beach Club is still a viable option for Grad Frosh (a LOT of interest in bringing it
back there)
Working on a “How-To” for snOAP/on-campus sugar shack
- I convinced Admin to let us do this, unfortunately this happened far too late in the year
for various reasons
- “Lets leave this as a gift to future SSPN” - anonymous member of SSPN, 2020

Communications
-

IG Takeover - Still happening
We’re getting a few obvious spam accounts messaging the pages
Trying to rewrite the exec stuff on the website, a lot of stuff is missing or incorrect (eg. what is
FUN???)
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First Year Council
●
●
●
●

●
●

Their town hall/free food event is coming soon
They want to hold a first year “prom”
Project with CL&E re: summer listservs
Upcoming meeting with the interim DoS!!! Exciting!!!
○ We finally have a full council so bringing admin to meetings is actually a viable project
now!
Asked CL&E to give them seats at orientation planning group
○ VP Internal + Off-Campus rep attended the meeting
OPG - Planning OWeek 2020, talked about what was good, what could be improved, what
students require from OWeek

Sustainability
●
●

Judged the Catalyst Awards
○ Happening in April!
Sustainability Commissioners ○ E-waste drive and education campaign next week (incl. Juul pods!!!)
○ Mug engraving workshop tomorrow! Final step in the mug reuse project
○ Working on getting a job description for the individuals taking care of the nutritowers
so that we can pay them for their labour
○ Work being done to restructure the relationship between campus crops and SSMU
gardens

Alumni Stuff
●

Waiting to hear back from the DPSLL about the McGill 24 project

Other
●
●

Bicentennial Steering Committee/SRC was yesterday (tomorrow, as of the time of writing), cut
to Sanchi live for an update
Finance committee meeting - making a long term financial plan, talked about the savoy
society, we’re going over the investments tomorrow
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